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	Performance testing with JMeter 2.9 is critical to the success of any software product launch and continued scalability. Irrespective of the size of the application’s user base, it’s vital to deliver the best user experience to consumers. Apache JMeter is an excellent testing tool that provides an insight into how applications might behave under load enabling organizations to focus on making adequate preparations.


	Performance Testing with JMeter 2.9 is a practical, hands-on guide that equips you with all the essential skills needed to effectively use JMeter to test web applications using a number of clear and practical step-by-step guides. It allows you take full advantage of the real power behind Apache JMeter, quickly taking you from novice to master.


	Performance Testing with JMeter 2.9 begins with the fundamentals of performance testing and gets you acquainted with JMeter. It will guide you through recording realistic and maintainable scripts.


	You will acquire new skills working with tools such as Vagrant, Puppet, and AWS, allowing you to leverage the cloud to aid in distributed testing. You will learn how to do some BeanShell scripting and take advantage of regular expressions, JMeter properties, and extension points to build comprehensive and robust test suites. Also, you will learn how to test RESTful web services, deal with XML, JSON, file downloads/uploads, and much more. Topics like resource monitoring, distributed testing, managing sessions, and extending JMeter are also covered.


	Performance Testing with JMeter 2.9 will teach you all you need to know to take full advantage of JMeter for testing web applications, dazzle your co-workers, and impress your boss! You will go from novice to pro in no time.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Set up and prepare Apache JMeter for testing
	
		Record test scenarios or create them from scratch
	
		Test RESTful web services
	
		Effectively monitor resources during a performance test
	
		Maintain and manage user sessions
	
		Distributed testing using Vagrant, Puppet, and AWS
	
		Extend JMeter functionality through plugins
	
		Understand and effectively use JMeter components to achieve testing needs
	
		Build realistic, comprehensive, and maintainable test plans
	
		Capture form submissions and appropriate handle server responses



	Approach


	Performance Testing With JMeter 2.9 is a standard tutorial that will help you polish your fundamentals, guide you through various advanced topics, and along the process help you learn new tools and skills.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for developers, quality assurance engineers, testers, and test managers new to Apache JMeter, or those who are looking to get a good grounding in how to effectively use and become proficient with it. No prior testing experience is required.
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Pro DNS and BIND 10Apress, 2011

	Every time you get e-mail, every time you access a web page, you use the Domain Name System (DNS). In fact, over 2 billion such requests hit the DNS root-servers alone every day. Every one of those 2 billion requests originate from a DNS that supports a group of local users, and every one of them is finally answered by a DNS server that may...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 1997

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust model for writing...
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Literary Texts and the Greek HistorianRoutledge, 2000
This original survey explores the ways in which non-historical texts as well as historical ones can be used to construct Greek historical accounts.

Funding bodies used to be more relaxed, and when I became a graduate student I was admitted to research on ‘Greek literature and/or Roman history’. That capacious definition more...
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Buying & Selling Sports Collectibles on eBayCourse Technology PTR, 2004
If you’re a sports fan, you’ve probably bought some kind of sports memorabilia sometime in your life. Folks can buy all kinds of stuff at the ballpark or at the stadium, ranging from jerseys to hats to balls and photos. There are keychains, trading cards, blankets, bobble head dolls, and even cookbooks designed for fans who love their...
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IPSec: The New Security Standard for the Internet, Intranets, and Virtual Private NetworksPrentice Hall, 2003
The Internet connects millions of people around the world and  allows for immediate communication and access to a seemingly limitless amount of  information. Data, video, and voice, almost every single type of communication,  travels across the Internet. Some of this communication is private.

The language...
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Water: The Shocking Truth That can Save Your LifeBragg Health Sciences, 2004
This book tells you the shocking truth about what is in our drinking water.     

       Your existence on earth depends on WATER!  Please do not take it for granted!  This book gives you an education on the type, amount and value of the perfect water to drink that will work to keep you in good health.

This Book Was Written to...
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